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An experimental investigation is reported of the unsteady forces d ue to heaving motion of 
fully wetted hydrofoils of unity aspect ratio and also in two-dimensiona l flow. The tests 
covered a broad range of reduced frequency and determined the effects of variation in 
submergence depth, angle of attack, oscillation amplitude, and flow velocity. In genera l, 
the findings agree well with available theoretical calculations, but some unexpected varia
tions were found for the case of a wedge-shaped foil and for changes in angle of attack. 

Introduction 

KNOWLEDGE of the un teady forces acting on an 
o cillating hydrofoil travelling beneath a free surface is 
necessary for the analysis of hydroela tic instability, 
uch as flu tter and divergence, and for dynamic re pon e 

calculations. Extensive ummaries of previous work 
in these field are available elsewhere [1, 2, 3)3 and need 
not be repeated here, but it i evident that many a pect. 
of the unsteady hydrofoil problem till await ucce ful 
consideration. 

The eparate effect of ubmergence depth, Froudc 
number, and finite a pect ratio all contribute to the 
complexity of the theoretical olution , and in many case 
where a problem ha in principle been olved, the compila
tion of numerical result ha been discouraged by the 
prohibitive computational effort required. The extent 
of the a"\':perimental work published so far is also limited; 
for example, only one et of tests [4, 5] has been reported 
for the case of a hydrofoil oscillating under a free surface. 

The objective of the pre ent work wa the experimental 
determination of the unsteady force in heaving motion 
acting on a hydrofoil with unity aspect ratio and in two
dimensional flow over a broad range of reduced fre
quencies with various values of submergence depth, angle 
of attack, o cillation amplitude, and flow velocity. 

Test Equipment and Procedure 

Water Tunnel 

The expe1·iment were carried out in the Free Surface 
Water Tunnel of the Hydrodynamics Laboratory at the 
California Institute of Technology, a detailed description 
of which is given in [6]. The working section is 20 in. 
wide and 8ft long; the normal depth of water is 20 in., 
with the free . w-face open to the atmo phere. C kim-

1 Now with Electr<rOptical y ·terns, Pasadena, Calif. 
2 California Institut-e of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
1 umbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Manuscript received at S Al\[E Headquarters, J une 28, 1967. 
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Fig. 1 View of working section and test equipment 

mer loca ted at the entrance to the \\·orking ection re
move the boundary layer built up along the top wall of 
the tunnel circuit, o the flow velocity in the working 
section is uniform right up to the free . urface. The maxi
mum flow velocity i about 27 fp . A pair of working 
·ection in erts wa fabricated which plit the flow into 
three tream , allowing the simulation of two-dimen
sional flow pa t the hydrofoils in the center stream. A 
vie\Y of the working section during a test run with the 
insert in tailed i shown in Fig. I. 

Hydraulic Oscillator 

The hydrofoil model are driven by a hydraulic 
oscillator, Fig. 2, which consists of a double-acting hy
draulic piston 'vith the admission of fluid regulated by an 
electronically controlled servovalve. The usable force 
output capability of the o cillator i about 300 lb at a 
upply pre w-e of 5000 psi. With a set of mounting 

adapters, the oscillator can be mounted so as to place the 
hydrofoil ubmergence at any desired value. 
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Fig. 2 Cross-section drawing of hydraulic oscillator. showing tunnel mounting, strut dynamometer, and hydrofoil 

Supporting Strut and Hydrofoil Models; Dynamometer 

The supporting strut is a symmetrical streamline sec
tion of NACA 0010 contour with 4-in. chord, and is 
attached to t he piston rod of the hydraulic oscillator. It is 
designed to maintain fully wetted flow at all times, so 
t hat ventilation from the free surface will not occur along 
its t railing edge. The hydrofoils are mounted to the 
bottom of the strut, the strut-foil combination thus form
ing an upside-down "T". The foils all have a 6-in. 
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chord and 6. 10-iu. span, giving an aspect ratio of essen
tially unity. Foils were made with several cross-sectional 
shapes, including an 8-deg apex-angle wedge, a " flat 
plate" model of X -in. thickness with the leading and 
t railing edges smoothly tapered to a sharp edge (both 
these having square side edges), and a " rounded flat 
plate" which is X -in. thick like t he " flat plate" but has 
the side edges rounded to a semicircle and t he leading 
edge tapered down to a X 6-in. radius; the t railing edge 
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Fig. 3 Strut dynamometer before allixing strain gages 

of th i model i sharp like the "flat plate." Provision i 
made for mounting the foil at variou static angles of 
attack. 

The force dynamometer i con t ructed as part of the 
:supporting strut , immediately above the hydrofoil. 
The general layout of the dynamometer can be seen iu 
Fig. 3, which shows the flexure· and the stressed elements 
before affi..-...::ing the strain gage . There are three active 
elements, two in the lift direction and one in drag; 
the total lift force is obtained by adding the output of the 
two lift elements. Thin teet heet are fitted in there
ce::;se on each ide of the dynamometer, and. ince it ha 
to operate ubmerged, t he entire ection i waterproofed 
by cementing thin rubber sheet around t he exterior. 
The completed dynamometer i very tiff in deflection 
and has no natmal frequencie below 200Hz. 

Instrumentation 

The motion of the hydraulic o ·cilia tor i · controlled b.'· 
a ·ervovalve, the electrical signals for which are generated 
b~· a ervocontroller. The ervocontroller incorporate 
a feedback loop which compare the output of a di ·place
mentor a velocit.v transducer to the command signal thus 
fo rcing the hydrofoil to perform the desired motion . 
In practice, only sinu oidal excitation· have been u ·ed. 
The comma nd igual is generated b.'' a lm,·· frequency 
oscillator; this waveform also erve · as the frequency and 
pha ·e reference for the analy ·is of the output :signal from 
the dynamometer and the transducers, which is per
fo rmed by the Return Signal nalyzer. 4 This unit 
carrie. out a Fourier analy i of the signal retuming from 
Lhe y tem under test and resolves it into an in-phase and 
a quadrature phru;e (90 deg) component relative to the 
reference ignal. On!.\' that part of the ·ignal w'\ich i of 
the ·ame frequency as the reference waveform is de
tected; all other frequencie , and nui e, are eliminated 
with a rejection ·peci.fied at 40 db. iuce the funda-

' Boonshafl and Fuchs, Inc., Hatboro, Pa. 
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Fig. 4 Diagram of electro nic equipment for h ydraulic oscillator 
and d ata acquisitio n 

mental frequency component of the ignal i of primary 
intere t, the lo · , with the pre ent apparatus, of all in
formation about harmonic a nd other frequencies is not 
an important drawback. The rms amplitudes of the 
in-phase and quadrature components are given by the 
R eturn Signal Analyzer a de outputs; t he ·e are read on a 
time-averaging digital voltmeter. 

Calibrations 

Accurate mea urement of the oscillation amplitude is 
essential for determination of the dynamic force in ex
periment uch a the pre ·ent ones. The hydraulic 
oscillator incorporate both a position and a velocity 
tran ducer. The po ition t ran ducer wa calibrated 
statically by measuring displacement with a t ravelling 
microscope. Two different means were u ed to calibrate 
the velocity transducer. I ts output was recorded on an 
oscillograph together with that of the calibrated position 
transducer to establi ·h the velocity calibration. The 
ame ignal \Yere al o processed through the Return 

Signal Analyzer, thu verifying the calibration of that 
in t rument. A ·omewhat different way of calibrating 
the velocity tran ·ducer i · simply to compare the funda
mental component · of the two tran ducer output ·, a· 
measured by the Return ignal Analyzer. In either case, 
the effect of imperfections in the output \Yaveform of the 
hydraulic o cillator on these calibration are avoided. 

eparate measurement of the total harmonic dj 'tortion 
iu the oscillation velocit~· waveform ·howed thi · to be 
below five percent in all ca ·e , mo t of which wu · third 
harmonic. 

To ascertain proper functioning of the trut dyna
mometer, the output of each of the force element wa 
measured 'taticalty for various combinations of lift, pitch
ing moment, and drag. Lift output wa free of interac
tions from pitching moment, drag, and roll moment, and 
an equivalent re ult wa found for pitching moment. 
Drag, however howed an unacceptable output due to roll 
moment and wa not recorded in the present experin1ent . 
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For t he actual data runs, dyMrnic calibrations using a 
known ma were performed and repeatedly checked. 

Test Parameters 

As it " ·a not possible to carry out tests with every 
model over the \\·hole mat ri..x of variable· desired, a scheme 
was evolved of essentially picking one configuration as a 
tandard and varying one parameter at a time. The 
oscillation frequencies selected were 3, 5, , 10, 15, 
20, 30, and 40 cps ; this gave reduced frequencies ranging 
from 0.43 to 5.17 at the normal flow velocity of 11 fps and 
from 0.29 to 3.81 at 16.5 fps. The investigation of even 
lower values of reduced frequency wa prevented by the 
low-frequency limitations of the Return Signal Analyzer 
u ed on the one hand and mechanical damage to the 
waterproofing at higher flow velocit ie on the other. 
Submergences with the aspect-ratio-one foils were 0.25, 
0.5, and 1.7 times the hydrofoil chord (6 in.), and 1.2 
chord for two-dimensional flow using t he test section 
in erts. The static angle of attack could be varied from 
-12 deg to + 12 deg. The oscillating angle of attack 
due to the hydrofoil motion was nominally 4 deg at most 
frequencies, and some runs were made with 50 percent 
and 150 percent of t his amplitude. 

Data Reduction 

The mea ured quadrature lift force · were corrected 
for the inertial force due to the strut and hydrofoil mass; 
this wa: calculated for each data point u ·ing the meas
ured o::;ci llation amplitude. Calculation wa:s considered 
both more straightforward and reliable than the method 
::;ometimes u ·ed of injecting a signal proportional to the 
cotTection term into the electrical signal generated by 
the force dynamometer. 

The contribution to the measured lift of the fo rces on 
the small section of strut between t he force dynamometer 
and the hydrofoil is judged to be negligible, and thus no 
attempt at a correction was made. The effect of the dis
turbance to the flow about the hydrofoil caused by the 
presence of the strut could 011ly be mea ·ured by devising 
an entirely different mounting and oscillating system, 
\\·hich was not f&'l ible here; since in fact hydrofoils 
are frequently ·upported by just such a strut, the present 
mea urements are quite pert.inent, and in any event the 
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Fig. 5 Variation of unsteady lift coe.fficients with reduced fre
quency for several aspect-ratio-one foils in fully wetted flow at 

1. 7 chords submergence 

effect should not be large. Also, no corrections have 
been made for twmel interference or blockage, which are 
expected to be mall in these free-surface flows. 

Discussion of Results 

Aspect Ratio One 

Representative Resulls. Some introductory resul t:, 
along with points calculated from Laidlaw' theory [7 ], 

______________________________________ Nomenclature ____________________________________ __ 

A = foil planform area 
.Ia = aspecL ratio, = s/c 

b = foil ::;emichord 
c = foil chord 

Lift 
c1"' = ----

< ~-pU2 )A a """ 

C La• = in-phase lif t coeflicient; in pba.se 
with o~cillation velocity 

CLa; = quadrature lift coefficient ; leads 
,.. 

CLa, by Z 
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lJ = submergence dep t.lt in Leru~ of 
hydrofoil chord 

F = l"roude number ba::;ed un semi-

u 
chord= -

.../bg 

f = frequency, cps, = w/ 2.,. 
g = acceleration due to gravi t.y 

wb we 
k = reduced frequency = - = --

U 2U 

:; = hydrofoil .;pan 

St = Strouhal number = jw/ U 
U = t.unnel velocity 

V.,.. = t.ransverse velocit.y amplit.uuc uue 
to heaving o.;cillation 

w = base height of wedge 

a 0 = sta tionary angle of at.t.ack 

aooc = V ooe/U 
p = density of water 

q, L = phase angle, tan -•( C La./C 1"'') 

w = frequency, rudian.s per second 
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Fig. 6 Magnitude-and-ph ase plot of Fig . 5 clara 

are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. These theoretical points 
a re for infinite ubmergence, but comparing them wit h the 
experimental values taken at 1.7 chord lengths sub
mergence should be reasonable ince the surface effect is 
expected to have greatly diminished at this depth [12]. 

WbiJe the flat-plate theory i only available for reduced 
frequencie · up to 0.5, it is evident t hat t he calculated 
quadrature li ft is a little higher than the experimental 
values, due to a omewhat la rger lift phase angle; on the 
whole, the agreement i remarkably good. The 
" rounded flat plate" has generally slightly lower values of 
in-phase lift coefficient than t he "flat plate," which is 
reasonable ince the rounded ide edges give thi model a 
lightly lower effective a pect ratio than the square-edged 

flat plate foil. 
The values of the in-phase lift coefficient for the wedge 

foil are con istent ly la rger t han for the flat plate. Thi 
finding wa unexpected, since the wedge is essentia lly ju t 
a fiat plate with t he t hickness uniformly incre.'lsing 
toward the t railing edge. Unfortunately neither-theoret
ical nor other experimental re ults a re available fo r 
uch a shape. In teady flow, airfoil theor.v predict· lift 

increasing with thickness [ ], but in free- urface flows 
there is an appreciable decrea e of lift due to t hickness 
[9}. For un teady flow, \Vood'. theory [10] gives a. mall 
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Fig. 7 Variation of unsteady lift coefficients w ith reduced fre
quency for several aspect-ratio -o ne fo ils in fully wetted /low and 
for the wedge with base-vented /low at 0 .5 cho rds submergence 

decrea ·e in the in-pha e lift coefficient due to thicknesR 
when vi. coRity i. neglected. However, a ll the e theories 
as ume an airfoi l-shaped . ection with a sharp t railing 
edge and are thu not reall.v applicable to the ,,·edge foil , 
so that the high in-pha e lift of the '"edge remains un
explained at present. 

Re ult corresponding to Fig. 5 are shown for t he other 
value of ubmergence in F igs. 7 and . Compari on of 
these curves shows that, alt hough the numerical values of 
the lift coefficients change ,,·ith submergence, the shapes 
of the t rajectories for t he variou foils are notably imilar 
at each depth. 

The mo t striking feature of the graphs is t he be
havior fo r the ,,·edge foil at a reduced frequency of about 
4.5. This "knee" in the curve has good reproducibility, 
Fig. 10, and appears to be a real physical effect, as will be 
discu sed shortly . 

Sttbrnergence Effect. The effect of vary ing submer
gence on the measured uns teady lift is hown in Fig. 9 for 
the flat-plate foil a nd in Fig. 10 for the wedge. Both the 
in-phase and the quadrature lift coefficient decrease as the 
foil approaches t he surface. Thi seem to hold at a ll 
values of reduced frequency, except of cour. e above t he 
k-nee of the wedge curves. 
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Fig. 8 Variation of unsteady lift coefficients with reduced fre
quency for several aspect-ratio-one foils in fully wetted Aow at 

0.2 5 chords submergence 

At the present t ime, no numerical theoretical results 
exist for the effect of submergence dept h on the un
steady lift of a finite-aspect-ratio foil. For infinite 
a pect ratio (two-dimensional flow), the t heory of 
Crimi and Statler [11 ], which is plotted in F ig. 1 , shows 
the same trend of submergence effect for reduced fre
quencie above about 1.0 as has been observed in the 
present experiments. This is not the case, however, for 
reduced frequencies below 0.6, although thi may not be 
significant because of the different aspect ratio. 

Some experiments were also performed with the foils 
po. itioned quite close to t he surface. It was found t hat 
fully wetted flow could be maintained over the flat-plate 
foil for submergences as small as 0.01 chords, which is 
X 6 in. , with the foil at + 4 deg angle of attack and oscilla
tions of very small amplitude; and at 0.04 chords sub
mergence, ~ in., the fu ll range of reduced frequencies 
could be covered. The results of these tests are shown in 
Fig. 11, with the cw·ve for 0.25 chord submergence in
cluded for comparison, and also some data that were 
taken with atmo pheric vent ilation of the upper urface 
(planing). Inspection of t he graph hO\\' that the 
quadratme lift decreases by about 25 percent as the 
surface i approached from 0.25 chord · ·ubmergence, but 
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Fig. 9 Variation of unsteady lift coe.fficients with reduced fre
quency for the aspect-ratio-one flat plate in fully wetted Ao w , 

showing effect of submergence 

the in-phase lift is decreased only slight ly . For the 
planing foil , both components of the unsteady li ft are 
reduced compared to the fully wetted foi l at the :arne 
submergence, except t hat the quadrature lift i abnm·
mally high for reduced frequencie. below 1.0. In general, 
hO\vever, the lift values for fully wetted and ventilated 
flow approach each other a the urface is approached, 
as would be expected. 

Reduced Frequency. To confirm the a& umption t hat 
the reduced frequency is in fact t he pertinent parameter 
in these tests, orne runs were carried out with t he free
stream velocity increa ed by 50 percent to 16.5 fps. Re
calling t he definition of reduced frequency, it is een that 
the same value of reduced frequency corresponds now 
to a 50-percent higher value of oscillation frequency. 
F ig. 12 show t he results of t his check. While the highest 
frequency is now no longer large enough to reach the 
"knee," t he curves show only minute differences in their 
common range. By increa. ing the o cillation frequency 
beyond the u ua.l range in another set of tests (not shown 
here) , it was e tabli bed that with the higher flow velocity 
the "knee" occurs at the ·ame reduced frequency a with 
the normal flow velocity . 

Oscillation A mplilude. To ascertain that the more-or-
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Fig. 10 Variation of unsteady lift coefficients with reduced fre
quency for aspect-ratio-one wedge in fully wetted flow, showing 

effect of submergence 

less arbitrarily chosen oscillation amplitude does not 
affect the findings in some unsuspected way, a . eries of 
tests was performed in which only the oscillation ampli
tude was varied. Values of 50, 100, and 150 percent of 
the usual excitation voltage were chosen; the resulting 
oscillation amplitudes are 2, 4, and 6 deg. These tests 
were performed with the wedge foil and t he results are 
shown in Fig. 13. Although t he differences in the co
efficients are very small below the knee, both components 
of the unsteady lift seem consistently higher for greater 
oscillation amplitude. 

Angl.e of Attack. It was found t hat the angle of attack 
ao at which the foil is mounted on the strut has a signifi
cant effect on t he in-phase lift coefficient for all t he foils. 
This is shown for the flat-plate foil in Figs. 14 and 15; 
similar results were found also for the wedge foils. 

For the flat plate, the curves for a given a 0 are almo t 
identical whether the angle is positive or negative (com
parison of t he two figures is facilitated by noting t hat t he 
curve for a0 = 0 deg is common to both plots). There 
are no systematic variations with angle of attack in the 
quadrature component, although t he close similarity of 
corresponding points on the po itive and negative angle
of-attack curves is noteworthy. 
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effect of submergence 

The same t rend of lift increasing with angle of attack 
also seems to occur in two-dimensional flow, judging by 
the results in reference [5]. These coefficients have been 
put into t he form used here, and plotted in Fig. Hi. 
These data are the preliminary revised results of reference 
[4]; ·while a considera ble amount of . catter is evident, 
the points at t he larger angle of attack appear to have the 
greater in-phase lift coefficient. 

A likely reason for t he increase of in-pha e lift with 
angle of attack may be found in the nonlinearity of the 
lift-curve slope of low-aspect-ratio fo il · in teady flow 
[12]. At a higher set angle of attack a 0, the oscillatioru 
take place on a steeper part of the lift-ver u -angle of 
attack curve, and thu the measured fluctuating lift co
efficient i. larger. 

W edge Foil. As mentioned, the peculiar trajectory of 
the lift curve for the wedge in t he region of reduced fre
quency of 4.5 is a feature which persists for all the changes 
in experimental parameters. At a certain fairly well re
producible reduced frequency, the in-pha e component 
decreases abrup tly to near zero and in some cases even 
becomes negative; at t he same point the rate of increase 
of quadrature lift with frequency becomes temporarily 
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effect o f flow velocity 

negative and then rises somewhat irregularly a. the re
duced frequency is increased further. 

It is physically reasonable to ascribe this phenomenon 
to the vortex shedding as. ociated with the blunt base 
of t he wedge. The Strouhal number fw/ U correspond
ing to the knee of the curve i about 0.21 ba ed on the 
ba e height of the wedge. Previous experimental in
vestigation by Young and R oll [13] of t he wake behind 
stationary wedges gave a value of 0.2 to 0.25 for the 
Strouha.! number based on the observed vortex shedding 
frequency; and tudies by Bishop and Hassan [ 14) of the 
wake behind both stationary and o cillating cylinders 
transverse to t he flow also gave Strouhal number around 
0.20. The e latter tests \rere carried out at Reynolds 
numbers from 4000 to 11,000, while Young and H oi! had 
values around 200,000 based on chord length. Consider
ing the wide range of Reynold number covered by those 
investigation , it may reasonably be assumed that the 
. ame phy ical process occurs in the present te t which 
have a Reynolds number of 500,000 or, at the higher 
flow velocity, 750,000. 

Bishop and Hassan [14) a lso performed tests with 
cylinders oscillated in a range of frequencie bracketing 
t he ob erved natura l shedding frequency, in which vari-
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effect of oscillation amplitude 

ous coupling effects between the frequency of the im
posed motion and t he natural frequency of the \mke were 
observed, such as synchronization, frequency demult i
plication, and beating. Ba ed on these findings, t hey 
postulate the existence of a nonlinear self-excited "wake 
oscillator," analogous to a mechanical o cillator. Their 
ob erva.tions certainly resemble the behavior found in the 
present te ts, and t he knee in the lift curve for the fully 
wetted wedge may justifiably be ascribed to uch a phe
nomenon. 

It is worthwhile to note at this point that when the 
wedge is base-ventilated so that the fluid from the two 
faces of the wedge can no longer interact in the near 
wake, the knee vani hes completely, a would be ex
pected. 

In a n attempt to asses quantitatively the effect of the 
wake vortex shedding, t he part of the lift coefficient 
t rajecto t·y below the knee wa extrapolated to the higher 
values of reduced frequency by assuming the same trend 
for the curve as for the flat plate, i.e., neglecting the knet> 
entirely. The vector difference between this extrap
olated curve and the experimental point ma.y thus be 
taken a a measure of the " ,,·ake vortex effect." T his has 
been done for various flow configurations and the results 
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frequency for aspect-ratio-one flat plate in fully wetted flow, 

showing effect of angle of attack 

are plotted in F ig. 17, where the magnitude and pha e 
of the difference in lift coefficient have been plotted 
against the Strouhal number based on wedge base height 
aud oscillation frequency. 

The lower-frequency limit of the wake effect seems 
fa irly sharply defined, yet the ra nge over which the wake 
effect is obtained is very broad. Similar behavior was 
found in the experiments of Eagleson et a!. [15 ]. U n
fortunately, it 'vas not possible in the present test pro
gram to obtain data for even higher Strouhal numbers. 
It is reasonable to assume that decoupling between the 
forced foil oscillation and the wake effect will occur at 
some higher frequency, so that the experimental points 
would again coincide with the extrapolated curve. 

Looking at F ig. 17 in detail, i t is seen that the magni
tude of the lift coefficient difference rises rapidly to about 
1.9 for all the aspect-ratio-one foil and stays constant 
with increasing frequency; for two-dimensional flow, the 
magnitude is nearly twice as high. There is little change 
in t he minimum Strouhal number with submergence, but 
a notable change with oscillation amplitude. The wake 
vortex effect at different oscillation amplitudes is ap
preciably better correlated when the total displacement 
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quency for aspect-ratio-one flat plate in fully wetted flow, show

ing effect of angle of attack 

of the moving foil is added to t he base height of the 
wedge in computing the Strouhal number. 

N o other published resul ts for a similar configuration 
have been found; however, in reference [15] vortex
forcing moments were calculated from observations of 
two-dimensional foils free to pitch about t he leading 
edge. These coefficients are not directly comparable 
with t he present force measurements, but their amplitude 
is of the same order of magnitude. Those tests gave no 
information about phase angles. 

In the present testA , the phase angle of the vortex 
effect measured in the same sense as for the total lift 
reaches remarkably similar values for all test conditions 
at t he higher Strouhal numbers. I\ ear the minimum 
Strouhal number, there are some difference which ap
pear to be connected mostly with the differences in 
oscillation amplitude. The values obtained with two
dimensional flow are in the same range as those for aspect
ratio-one foil s. 

Two-Dimensional Tests 

Tests with two-dimensional flow were performed a,; 
already mentioned at only one value of submergence. 
The theoretical effect of varying the submergence of all 
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oscillating hydrofoil is shown for reference in the curves 
of Fig. 1 taken from the resul ts of Crimi and Statler [11 ]. 

Representative Results. Some experimental results are 
-·hown in F ig. 19, along wi th the theoretical curve com
puted for the ame value of reduced frequency from refer
ence [11]. The experimental point are nearly equiv
a lent to tho e of the t heory; in the pre ·ent tests the 
submergence is 1.2 chords and the F roude number is 
3. The t heoretical calculations u ed are for a sub
mergence of 1.0 chords and F roude number of 4.0. 

As in theca e of the aspect-ratio-one foil , the in-phase 
lift of the wedge is again sub tantially larger than that of 
the flat plate and its quadrature lift i also somewhat 
la rger, t hough t his is not easily seen from F ig. 19. The 
theoretical resul ts do not bear quite the arne relationship 
to the experimental findings as in the aspect-ratio-one 
tests, where the flat plate had nearly the same lift magni
tude as calculated . Here the lift magnitude of t he flat 
plate is con iderably lower than the calculated curve, and 
t hat of the wedge is also slight ly lower than calculated. 
The pha e angle is about 5 deg lower for both foils than 
the theoretical values. 

mith and Sevik [17] in experiment:; with au airfoil 
o ·cillaLing in pitch found a ·imilar discrepancy a nd 
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ascribed it to a deficiency in the a mount of noncirculato ry 
lift or apparent ma s. On the basis of o cillation tests in 
still wa ter, they showed the apparen t mass was only 4 
percent of its theoretical value. 

It is not clear that the explanation is so simple, either 
for those te ts or for the pre ent ones. The tests of 
reference [17] varied t he reduced frequency by changing 
only the flow velocity at a single constant oscillation fre
quency of 15 cps. In the present experiments, tlli point 
was further explored by conducting oscillation tests 
in still \\·a ter over the range of test frequencie . F rom 
these, t he mea:ured apparent mass wa found to decrea e 
from 101 percent of the theoretical value for an infinite 
fluid at 3 cps fairly smoothly to 0 percent at -!0 cp:, 
reaching, incidentally, the same 84 percent at 15 cps 
as reported in [17]. The qua nt itative significance of 
these comparisons should not be overempha ized since 
the present tests were conducted in heave in a super
critical open-channel flow, while those of (17] \vere for 
pitching motion in a closed tunnel. As noted by Grace 
and Statler [1 ], in free-surface flows the separation of 
the total forces into the u ual quasi- teady, wa ke-induced, 
and apparent-mas· contributions is no longer uch a u ·c-
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reduced frequency for a two-dimensional fully wetted fiat plate, 
showing effect of submergence according to reference [11) 

ful concept because of the interactions with the free
surface waves. 

The simulation of two-dimensional flow, a{; in the 
present tests, by a finite-span model supported between 
walls is inevitably imperfect. The gap clearance be
tween the model and the walls reduces the lift, as does the 
boundary layer along the walls. There is also some flow 
interference due to the strut supporting the hydrofoil. 
In addition, in the present tests there was some " breath
ing" of the two-dimensional inserts even after they had 
been stiffened; the gap which was normally set at 
0.030 to 0.040 in. fluctuated by perhaps 0.010 in. at the 
lower frequencies. No fluctuations were observed at the 
higher frequencies. In steady flow a gap of this order 
would decrease the lift coefficient of a 6-in. span foil by 
about 8 percent [16). In the present oscillating tests, a 
quantitative estimate of this breathing effect would be 
hard to establish; however, summary estimates of the 
resulting fluctuations in flow incidence indicate at) error 
of less than two percent due to this effect. 

It should be pointed out t hat the calculations of refer
ence [11) are for a fluid of infinite depth, whereas the 
present experiments, as mentioned, are for supercritical 
channel flow, t heoretical computations for which do not 
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and comparison with the theory of reference [11] 

appear to be available. The most comparable experi
mental work is that reported by Cieslowski and Pattison 
[4, 5], who performed pitching and heaving tests using 
a towing tank. Some pertinent results from [5) have 
been plotted in Fig. 16. The quadrature part of their 
measured lift is slightly less than the present one, both 
being rather less than the theoretical value. The prin
cipal difference between t heir results and those of the 
present work is in the in-phase lift, which is somewhat less 
in their measurements than found here at low reduced 
frequencies, the difference increasing notably with fre
quency. 

Reduced Frequency. Tests at the higher flow velocity 
were also performed in two-dimensional flow for both the 
flat plate and the wedge foil. As in the aspect-ratio-one 
experiments, only small differences in the coefficients 
were observed. The differences to be expected because 
of t he higher F roude number [11 ] are generally less t han 
three percent. 

Base· Ventilated Flow 

Ventilation of the base of the wedge should have no 
measurable effect on the lift forces, since the flow about 
the foil itself is not materially changed; only one check 
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run "·as made to confirm this supposition with the aspect
ratio-one wedge. These results, together with those for 
fully wetted foils at the same test conditions, are shown 
in Fig. 7. It can be seen that there are only minor 
differences between the lift coefficients for the base
ventilated and the fully wetted wedge for reduced fre
quencies below the knee. For frequencies above the 
knee, the lift curve continues on a smooth path similar 
to that of the flat plate, bearing out that the vortex effect 
Oil the wedge is suppressed by base ventilation. 

Accuracy 

The tatement of an overall accuracy is always prob
lematical in experimental programs. In the present 
case, it was found tha.t the short-term repeatability for 
runs separated by one or two weeks was within two per
cent, and results from the main data runs reproduced 
results from initial test runs of almost a year earlier 
within at worst five percent. Taking into account the 
other sources of error such as component calibrations and 
drift, and fluctuations in the physical parameters of the 
tests, the overall accuracy of the numerical results ob
tained is considered to be between five and ten percent. 
Usually, when only one parameter was varied, the meas
urements were carried out consecutively. Comparative 
differences between such tests do not involve more than 
the two-percent short-term uncertainty. 
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